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EDITORIAL 
 
Milestones can be small or monumental 
or everything in between. This may not 
rank very highly in most peoples notes 
of achievement but for the year we have 
had and the changes made, I think 
Fumble has a right to take a moment to 
revel, sigh, and make the necessary 
proclamation. We did it! We actually 
made it through a whole year, four 
issues promised – four issues delivered. 
I need a rest, but there is no time! The 
problem with making it through a year 
of high production is that in 2013 we 
have to do it all over again. I don’t think 
we need to do it bigger and better – I 
think we need more of the same. We 
reached a few of the high production 
milestones and made necessary changes 
in 2012 to ensure the survival of this 
publication. However, that is not to say 
that we don’t have room for 
improvement, but I think this will be 
consigned to the way we produce an 
issue, as well as the distribution of 
same. Editing is always going to be a 
concern when an issue runs late. Given 
the increased requirement of the quality 
of the work being produced, some 
things are bound to slip through. Still, 
as the timing of producing an issue gets 
better, so too will the time allocated to 
editing. We can but dream and if we 
imagine more time, maybe we will get 
some. In any case, we strive to improve 
with each issue. Nevertheless, our 
readers may wish to take note; the 
publication is free While this in no way 
means we will let the standard slip or 
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revert to form, old or otherwise. For 
now, Fumble looks set to stay as a 
publication of BDP, and we will 
continue to support the Knights of 
Misspent Youth for the foreseeable 
future. 
 Bad Dog Publishing really is a hive 
of activity – highly charged, crazy, and 
maybe at times, seemingly chaotic 
beyond reason. There are so many 
projects in the works it is hard to focus. 
Perhaps it is better not to look too 
closely or dwell on the mania. The year 
has gone well and that might just be 
enough. While our readership might not 
always be aware of the effort it takes to 
produce a Newszine, I am sure that they 
at least appreciate the frequency and 
standards we have imbued into the 
periodical. Yet, if we had more of an 
input, my editorials could be shorter. 
 2013 looms ever closer. Assuming 
the world doesn’t end like in some 
movie induced theatrical Mayan 
portents of doom, we will be back again 
to pain and delight our readership. Of 
course that means we will have to give 
the customary greetings for this time of 
year as December will have passed 
before we go to press again. While it is 
only November, and I apologise 
wholeheartedly for the premature 
indulgence – I hope you all have a 
Merry Christmas and a Happy New 
Year with some prosperity thrown in for 
good measure.  Speaking of which, for 
some 13 signifies bad luck. For me, I 
look at this number as a lucky one. 
However, a number will never drive 
anything other than a perception of 
misfortune. You make your own luck 
and your own fate. 
 >>>>>> 
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Playtesting continues, along with some 
necessary editing for Knightshade. Our 
sister publication ‘Fumbling’ has now 
entered the initial production phase and 
we will bring you more news on up and 
coming events for Bad Dog Publishing 
in future issues. 
 So, what’s next for Fumble? If we 
had a wish for the New Year, it would 
be more of the same. However, we still 
miss the six issue schedule we achieved 
in a past version of this publication. To 
achieve this, we first needed to get on 
time. Done. We needed a reserve of 
material to support a greater frequency. 
This has been partially achieved and we 
can always look to standardising the 
page count to 24 to offset any concerns. 
 In truth, we are not there yet, but 
hope is a good thing. We are moving in 
the right direction. 
 
Until next issue… 
 

William Anthony Shea – Master Sage 
Editor – Bad Dog Publishing. 
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Welcome once again to the Letters Page 
of Fumble. We have only one letter for 
you this issue.  
 

Hi Fumble, 

 

I would like to commend the new 

format of your publication. Looking a 

lot more professional. However, there 

still appears to be a large portion of the 

Newszine given over to the gaming 

group, Knights of Misspent Youth, 

which while at times entertaining, feels 

more like space fillers. I understand, as 

you noted in Issue 3, the publication is 

free, but still, perhaps you could 

broaden this to include other gaming 

groups, or make the content less 

specific. I am not sure what benefit 

there is in having a gaming calendar for 

a group I am not part of and am 

unlikely to engage with. I generally find 

myself skipping over these portions of 

the issue. Still, intriguing story (read all 

the parts on the website). Might even 

buy a book or two. 

 

Regards, 

Stephen. 

 

Dear Stephen, 
Thank you for your initial comments. 
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We are certainly trying to move towards 
a more professional Newszine and we 
do appreciate your feedback. With 
regards to the inclusion of the material 
specific to the Knights of Misspent 
Youth, this is likely to continue 
indefinitely as KOMY are one of our 
more dependable contributors. We will 
certainly look to including material 
from other gaming groups, but as of this 
time, we have not received any 
submissions. If you would like to 
include something from your own 
gaming group, either in a reference to 
the past or present, an introduction or 
something from a specific game, we 
would be only too glad to have our 
Submissions team look at the suitability 
of the material for inclusion in the 
Newszine. Similarly, if you would like 
to pass Fumble on to any interested 
parties, please feel free to do so and we 
will plan any accepted material into 
future issues. 
 The KOMY material we present in 
Fumble is not being utilised as ‘space 
fillers’  but intentionally placed. While 
we have moved away from a KOMY 
only approach, we still have a large 
affinity for the group in which this 
Newszine had its origins a very long 
time ago. We will look at the issue you 
have raised regarding the Game 
Calendar in next year’s issue and 
perhaps move this to our gaming 
group’s Facebook page. With respect to 
your feedback, one of our long term 
goals is to make the material provided 
by KOMY less specific; with the 
exception of the game updates, which in 
themselves can be seen as a guide to 
any group in keeping a regular record of 
>>>>>>>> 
 

current storylines. I do hope that you in 
turn will welcome the changes to be 
incorporated into future issues, and that 
you continue to enjoy the Newszine for 
years to come.  
 
So, once again, only a single letter this 
issue. One has to wonder if our 
readership has an opinion, or if you are 
reading the Newszine at all. Still, I 
suppose I shouldn’t grumble, one is still 
better than none and it does give us 
room for improvement. 

We do receive the occasional verbal 
feedback in reference to the issue (do 
wish they would just write). One 
particular note was about the front 
cover and the clarity of the text. This 
has now been amended. Other feedback 
was in reference to our Kindle version. 
We are actively working at improving 
this version of Fumble. As of this time 
we have received additional guidance 
from BDP to incorporate into future 
issues. The staff of Fumble are 
dedicated to bringing you the best issue 
we can in whatever format you favour 
and any feedback you have, negative or 
otherwise, is most welcome.  

If you have an opinion or just want 
to send us a few words to let us know 
how we are doing – please write! If you 
do not want your letter published, we 
accept your correspondence as reserved. 

 
 

SNAIL MAIL SUBMISSIONS: 

BAD DOG PUBLISHING 
‘THE KENNEL’ 

C/O 16 KILLREENDOWNEY AVENUE, 
BALLYPHEHANE, CORK, IRELAND. 

 

submissions@baddogpublishing.ie 
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KNIGHTSHADE 
THE GRANDMASTER’S TOME 
PREVIEW  
 
Knightshade the Initiate’s Tome is all 
but complete except for a final editing, 
and meanwhile, The Grandmaster’s 
Tome is going through some finishing 
touches of its own before being sent to 
the editors for that all important 
comprehensive review of the final draft 
material prior to production. By and 
large, the Grandmaster’s Tome mirrors 
the Initiate’s Tome. In working towards 
a simplified approach, this book was 
designed to complement the Player’s 
book. Chapter design and layout 
coincide as much as possible between 
both Tomes. While the Initiate’s Tome 
deals primarily with the Players, the 
Grandmaster’s Tome provides both 
additional rules for the Players and 
those personalities that affect the 
Campaign World. The Grandmaster’s 
Tome also hosts the Bestiary and 
addresses rules for large scale conflicts 
should they ensue (and the Players 
become involved in same). This book 
also contains KS0 Stepping Stones, the 
initial game outing used for playtesting 
Knightshade. 
 So enough with the preliminaries, 
what can you really expect from the 
Grandmaster’s Tome? This Tome 
provides the specifics of building a 
Scene, a Story, a Campaign and a 
>>>>>>>>> 
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Campaign World, though the latter 
utilises the Land of Ayre as a template. 
The Tome also provides the details for 
creating Personalities (Characters 
whom the Players interact with, 
presented by the Grandmaster (GM) 
during a story). As noted, combat 
moves to a larger stage, where the 
conflict is measured in numbers and not 
individual, though there are rules for 
single combatants becoming involved in 
larger skirmishes and wars. 

The Chapter on Magic is primarily 
geared towards magic creation, both for 
spells and enchanted items as well as 
noting some of the lost spells of Ayre 
that were not included in the Initiate’s 
Tome. 

Faith looks at the consequences of 
being faithful as well as unveiling some 
of the older Faiths of Ayre. The GM has 
guidance on what exactly being faithful 
to the divine entails? 

The Grandmaster’s Tome provides 
the elements behind the Honour Point 
system as well as the GM’s optional 
merit/demerit point system. 
 The Tome presents all of the aspects 
of Other Planes that may be needed in 
Knightshade for adventuring beyond the 
Campaign World. In particular, this 
Tome provides an understanding of the 
Planes from which some of the magic 
originates, as well as giving the Players 
and GM other possibilities to explore. 
 All in all, this Tome complements 
the release of the Initiate’s Tome and 
sets the tone for future additions to 
Knightshade the Role Playing Game. 
The Grandmaster’s Tome will be 
released by BDP in early to mid-2013. 
The Initiate’s Tome will be out shortly. 
 
 



THE GMs GUIDE 
ATMOSPHERE, 

REAL FEAR & TOO FAR!  
4 

Mood can be just as important as 
anything else in a game. Setting the 
tone of the story lets the Players know 
what to expect. However, the subtlety 
of refraining from imposing scenes of 
utter darkness and despair too soon can 
be just as engaging as providing clarity 
of expectation.  

Imagine a bright day with the sun 
high in the sky. Not a cloud in sight, a 
rich blue vista and everything 
seemingly right in the world. You walk 
into a town. The locals look upon you 
with suspicion, following your every 
move. They look away when you hold 
their stare too long and their fear is 
evident. This could be just a 
consequence of facing strangers in their 
habitat, but there could an underlying 
element that validates their uneasiness. 

You walk across an open meadow. 
Dark clouds loom in the sky. A flash of 
lightning startles you as it hits 
somewhere in the distance, just over the 
next rise, far away but too close to 
allow you to relax. The light of a day 
that has been full of grey and lament is 
waning fast and you are still some 
distance from any village or town. A 
nearby forest offers the only shelter as 
the rain begins to fall, softly at first, but 
then with ever increasing ferocity. With 
the rain the temperature has begun to 
drop until the air is now quite chill. 
Dark shadows rise from the recesses, 
dipping in the tall grasses as the forest 
>>>>>>> 
 

betrays an absence of light that is all at 
once unsettling. 

Both scenes are fundamentally 
different in their delivery but each 
offers an air of uncertainty. In the first, 
the light of day seems to offer no solace 
and while the atmosphere provides hints 
of discontent, the impression is not 
overwhelming or obvious. The second 
scene in contrast is more oppressive, 
but again it provides an insight without 
thrusting something dangerous at the 
listener. Atmosphere is about building 
the tension of a moment or scene, not 
bludgeoning the Players with the 
obvious. 

You sit around a campfire eating 
rations before giving into the weariness 
of a long days travel. Some of your 
companions stand watch and you turn 
your thoughts to sleep, knowing that all 
too soon it will be your turn to take 
their place. You take solace in the fact 
that you can rest and someone will 
watch over you. The fire is piled high, 
as much to keep the chill at bay as it is 
to deter anything from approaching 
your camp. The air is definitely chill 
and in spite of the fire, wisps of breath 
rise against the cold. As you are about 
to bed down you are startled by the 
sounds of wolves howling in the 
distance. The cries of these predators do 
not permit you to rest easily. 

This scene offers something tangible 
to concern the companions in the form 
of the wolves but it takes a moment to 
build the atmosphere. The Characters, 
though weary from travel, have 
imposed a watch. In spite of the late 
hour, they have something real to worry 
about, though the presence of the 
>>>>>>>>>> 
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campfire might be enough to dissuade 
the wolves from venturing into their 
locale.  
 Building a scene adds to a story. 
Adding atmosphere to your story can be 
the difference between a mediocre 
telling and something that truly captures 
the Players imagination.  
 You walk down a long dark corridor 
and push open the door to come face to 
face with a vampire. 
 The depiction above while holding 
all the elements to tell the Players what 
is happening is bland and invokes 
nothing but a statement of fact. 
 You step into a long dark corridor, 
the empty blackness invoking an 
impression of loss that chills you to the 
core beyond the obvious cold. The 
wisps of breath rising from you and 
your companions only add to a feeling 
of discomfort. Every step brings you 
closer to a darkwood door that does not 
seem out of place but yet you cannot 
help but feel a foreboding as if 
something evil lurks within. The black 
metal handle is striking and you 
imagine a serpent waiting to pounce. 
Steeling yourself against a rising fear 
you reach nervously for the handle. The 
door is not locked and pushes inward 
and to the right with ease. The cold 
seems to rise beyond expectation in 
greeting. A soft shuffle from the 
darkness of the room beyond makes you 
hesitate as you strain your eyes against 
the poor light of the solitary torch you 
hold in your sweaty palm. A darker 
outline forces an impression in the pitch 
of the room. You turn the light of the 
torch in the direction of the disturbance. 
Suddenly a pale death-like creature 
>>>>>>>> 
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claws at you from the darkness… 
 The second version of the scene 
takes longer to unfold, but the addition 
of the detail should captivate the 
Players and fuel the imagination to a 
graver expectation of something 
sinister. Yes, the amount of detail is 
deeper than the smaller statement of 
fact, but taking the time to build a scene 
can be greatly rewarding. A storyteller 
should not always rely on bigger and 
obviously imposing antagonists to 
worry Players. Subtlety of atmosphere 
can be just as powerful in persuading 
Players of the danger rather than larger 
and more brutish creatures to test their 
resolve. Even the least dangerous 
antagonist can take on a menacing 
aspect if presented in the right way. The 
storyteller’s reactions and tone can be 
just as important as reading out an 
entertaining script. Roll some dice 
intermittently. Even if they do not serve 
a purpose, the Players don’t know that 
and will begin to wonder what is about 
to happen solely because you are 
building atmosphere. A look from the 
storyteller, a shake of the head, a 
maliciously wicked smile – all can add 
to the impression of doom. Watch the 
Players reactions. Play to the audience. 
Pause for dramatic effect. All these 
elements can augment a game. In a 
modern world where people have 
become more and more immune to 
aspects of horror and uncertainty, the 
storyteller should use everything at his 
disposal to add to his game and the 
story. Just remember the detail and 
impression must fit the story. Do not 
use these devices for every scene or 
they will just become stale. 
 
 



KILLING TIME PART X 
OPPOSING VIEWS 
WILLIAM ANTHONY SHEA 
 
The rain was getting to be a source of 
annoyance. Even Engelhardt’s scowl 
seemed to have taken on a whole new 
level of antipathy. While he offered 
nothing less than his usual charm, the 
dourness of his expression did not lend 
to any hope of congeniality. He stayed 
to a silent retort rather than venting his 
frustration. There had been another 
murder – same MO, different victim. 
Another Call Girl come Exotic Dancer 
who had of late become an executive 
assistant in an effort to leave her sordid 
past behind for a level of respectability. 
The trail led once again to the Diablo 
Foundation and to Morris Quibley. 
Having reviewed the body, looked over 
the crime scene, such as it was, they 
were on their way back to the Diablo 
Foundation to see Caroline Richards. 
The deceased was Ms Rachel Moore – 
dark-haired, attractive, demure, thirty-
something and dead. 
 Two connections to Morris Quibley 
in one week. Jack didn’t believe in 
coincidences like that. At least there 
had been no recurring flashes in the 
interim, though he found that the 
thought of Alice Lake lingered and did 
about as much to help his disposition as 
the weather did for Engelhardt’s. 
 ‘This time do us both a favour and 
let me do the talking.’ 
 Jack shook his head in resignation. 
This was about the longest sentence that 
came out of Engelhardt’s mouth in the 
last few hours. 
 
 

 ‘Sure,’ replied Jack. ‘Except of 
course for Ms Lake.’ 
 Engelhardt raised a petulantly 
puzzled eyebrow. 
 ‘We seemed to have a rapport,’ 
clarified Jack.  
 Engelhardt laughed. 
 ‘Alright, kid. I guess I deserved that 
one.’ 
 The tension passed. Weather and 
murder notwithstanding, pairing Jack 
and Ben Engelhardt had not been the 
worse decision George Harris could 
have made. 
 ‘So I presume that Diablo are going 
to close ranks again and give us another 
ironclad alibi for Quibley.’ 
 Engelhardt nodded and let out a sigh. 
 ‘I don’t believe in coincidences.’ 
 Jack smiled at this statement. George 
got it more right than he could have 
known. 
 ‘Something doesn’t sit right with 
Quibley. I went over the statements sent 
to us from Diablo. They were very 
precise and very form. I am not saying 
they were contrived but there was 
certainly collusion to stay within the 
guidelines’. 
 Engelhardt thought on this a 
moment. 
 ‘Then we separate those involved. 
Interview each one individually and…’ 
 Jack shook his head. 
 ‘Ms Lake will hardly permit 
Diablo’s employees to be interrogated 
without counsel present.’ 
 Engelhardt exhaled loudly. He didn’t 
like red tape – obstacles for the sake of 
being difficult. 
 Engelhardt parked in the same space 
in the Diablo car park after being let in 
13 
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by security who merely ushered them 
through after he flashed his badge. 
Expected. Jack wondered what would 
happen if they arrived unexpected. 
 Engelhardt chose a parking space as 
close to the doors of the building as he 
could find, which gave Jack cause to 
notice that he had not seen any disabled 
parking spaces. For some reason his 
mind fixed on this thought as he and 
Engelhardt entered the Lobby of 
Diablo. Caroline Richards was waiting. 
As was Ms Lake. Before Engelhardt 
could utter a word in greeting, Jack 
asked a question. 
 ‘How come you don’t have any 
disabled parking spaces?’ 
 Engelhardt looked at him in 
disbelief. Caroline’s smile faded on her 
lips. Alice offered a puzzled look, but it 
was she who spoke. 
 ‘What are you, a detective or a 
building inspector?’ 
 Engelhardt groaned. What the hell 
was Jack thinking? 
 ‘I was just curious.’ 
 Caroline interceded. 
 ‘Diablo doesn’t have any disabled 
employees,’ she said, allowing her 
smile to grow again. 
 ‘What about visitors?’ countered 
Jack. 
 Engelhardt looked fit to smack his 
partner in the jaw. 
 ‘Diablo doesn’t have any disabled 
visitors,’ added Caroline while 
maintaining her outwardly friendly 
composure. 
 ‘There is only one parking level, no 
steps, easy elevator access and ample 
parking spaces,’ interjected Alice. ‘If 
you would like me to get maintenance 
>>>>>> 
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out there to put up a few needless signs 
and paint some lines – that can be 
arranged.’ 
 Jack did not look satisfied but 
decided to let the matter go before 
Engelhardt blew a gasket. Regardless, 
the ride back to the office later was not 
going to be good. 
 In spite of Jack’s off the cuff 
questions, Caroline Richards 
maintained her charming exterior. Ms 
Lake did not – but then she had been 
anything but friendly, especially to 
Jack. 
 Engelhardt and Jack were escorted to 
the same room – Caroline’s office. 
Again, they were offered nothing in the 
way of refreshments. Something that 
Engelhardt would not take well. 
Perhaps the Diablo Foundation 
practised some form of excessive 
frugality. 
 Engelhardt took the lead. He 
probably figured that Jack had done 
enough. 
 ‘We got your statements for Quibley 
regarding Cindy Anderson. This time 
we are going to need to talk to all of 
your people, including Quibley.’ 
 Caroline cast a glance at Alice. 
 ‘Of course,’ replied Alice. ‘We have 
already taken the liberty of talking to 
Diablo personnel. After all, Ms Moore 
was one our own, however short her 
time with us.’ 
 Alice passed a blue folder with the 
Diablo Foundation imprint etched on 
the cover – a simple deep line triangle 
with the point downwards and ‘Diablo’ 
interposed in the centre.  
 ‘And Quibley?’ he questioned. 
 When neither of the women 
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responded, Engelhardt pushed the point. 
 ‘I suppose he has an alibi for the 
time Ms Moore was killed?’ 
 Caroline looked genuinely horrified. 
Alice betrayed enough surprise to add 
to the conclusion. They didn’t know. 
 ‘Rachel… dead? When? How?’ 
asked Caroline. 
 Engelhardt looked to Jack who could 
see his partner wanted to swallow his 
own tongue. 
 ‘I am sorry,’ he began. ‘I thought 
you knew that was why we were here 
again. You said that Ms Moore was one 
of your own. I assumed you knew.’ 
 Caroline shook her head, but it was 
Alice who responded. 
 ‘No, we knew she was in some 
trouble, not that she was…’ 
 Engelhardt rubbed his hand across 
the day old stubble on his chin. 
 ‘Of course we will cooperate in any 
way,’ said Caroline, still shook from the 
revelation. Alice interceded. 
 ‘We thought that this was just a 
follow-up. When you mentioned 
Rachel’s name, we assumed that she 
had somehow been connected to the girl 
who was killed. We are… were aware 
of Rachel’s past. We had no idea that 
you were here about another murder. 
Diablo… had no idea.’ 
 Jack wasn’t sure he believed either 
of them but Engelhardt was still getting 
over foot-in-mouth syndrome. 
 ‘Ms Moore died the same way as 
Cindy Anderson. As she was Mr 
Quibley’s executive assistant, you can 
understand that we need to talk to him 
as the only other tie to both victims.’ 
 Caroline remained in the throes of 
shock. Alice did not. 
 
 

 ‘We will need time to look into the 
matter. Mr Quibley is not here right 
now. I can only presume he is at home. 
Do you know when Rachel… Ms 
Moore, was killed?’ 
 Jack sensed the ice reforming. Ms 
Lake’s cool, calm exterior had re-
exerted itself. 
 ‘Ms Moore was murdered on or 
around 05:00 this morning,’ said Jack. 
 Alice did not react. Again, Caroline 
appeared genuinely upset. 
 ‘Perhaps Ms Richards could use 
some water,’ noted Engelhardt, 
probably in the hopes of getting some 
himself – or heaven forbid – a coffee. 
 ‘I… I’m fine,’ interjected Caroline. 
‘Was… was… Rachel?’ 
 Caroline faltered. She could hardly 
say the words. Jack got the impression 
of leaves blowing in the wind, a 
momentary flash that faded as quickly 
as it began. Just a whisper – an echo. 
Engelhardt understood what Caroline 
was asking. 
 ‘We do not believe so,’ he stated. 
‘There was definitely evidence that she 
had been with someone, but we think 
that it may have been consensual up to 
the point where things took a turn for 
the worst. 
 Jack was surprised at Engelhardt’s 
diplomatic use of words. He didn’t say 
‘rape’ or ‘sex’. 
 ‘Given a second association with Mr 
Quibley, albeit circumstantial, we 
would like him to assist with our 
investigation.’ 
 This raised an expression of 
contempt from Caroline. Alice 
remained cool and collected. 
 ‘That is really a matter between you 
>>>>>>> 
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and Morris Quibley,’ stated Alice, but 
the way she said ‘Morris’  definitely had 
an undertone of distaste. 
 ‘Well perhaps you can tell us where 
he might have been at… five a.m.? 
 Caroline stood up and paced the 
room. She was obviously upset about 
Rachel Moore. 
 ‘No, I’m afraid we can’t,’ replied 
Alice coldly as she cast a curious glance 
at Diablo’s Public Relations Officer. 
‘Diablo have no idea of Mr Quibley’s 
whereabouts at the aforementioned 
time.’ 
 Engelhardt couldn’t miss the 
inflection. They had just thrown Morris 
Quibley to the wolves. Of course he still 
had an alibi for the first murder. One 
that Diablo could hardly retract. Not 
without admitting culpability. However, 
the need to talk to anyone else had 
pretty much been negated. At least, not 
before they talked to Morris Quibley. 
 ‘I am sorry for the way that you got 
to hear about your friend, Ms Richards,’ 
said Jack. 
 ‘Thank you, and do call me 
Caroline.’ 
 Engelhardt rolled his eyes. Alice 
offered only a stern look of reproach, 
but Jack wasn’t sure if it was for him or 
for Diablo’s Public Relations Officer. 
 ‘Anything I can do to help, please let 
me know.’ 
 Caroline passed a business card to 
Jack. He didn’t see where it came from. 
Neither did Engelhardt. It just seemed 
to appear in her hand.  
 Caroline Richards. Public Relations. 
Diablo Foundation. Her business 
numbers were all there, but when Jack 
flipped the card over – her personal 
>>>>>>> 
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number was written on the back. In 
spite of Caroline’s apparent upset at the 
news of Rachel Moore’s murder, he 
detected something in her eyes. She was 
flirting with him and she had been 
prepared to pass him the card since 
before he or Engelhardt arrived. He 
could not be sure if her surprise had 
indeed been genuine but she had 
certainly anticipated Jack’s return to 
Diablo. 
 Jack put the card in his pocket 
without looking further. Engelhardt 
frowned and shook his head. While 
there seemed little point in interviewing 
everyone at Diablo, Jack was inclined 
to go through the process before 
Engelhardt interjected. 
 ‘We would appreciate if there is 
anything else to add that you let us 
know. We may have more questions 
once we talk to Mr Quibley.’ 
 Alice stood up to signify the 
conclusion of this meeting. It was 
Jack’s turn to scowl. 
 ‘Well, if there is nothing else,’ said 
Alice. 
 Jack got the impression of pain in his 
chest, a discomfort close to where he 
had been shot twice during an 
assignment that went wrong. He 
reached out to offer Alice Lake his 
hand. She declined. Jack shrugged and 
shook Caroline’s instead. The image of 
leaves blowing in a hallway washed 
over him. The pain intensified for a 
moment – closer to his heart rather than 
his old wounds. He could see Caroline’s 
face contorting in agony as her eyes 
closed to oblivion.  
 ‘Break it up, Romeo,’ snarled 
Engelhardt as he pushed between 
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Caroline and his partner.  
 Diablo’s Public Relations Officer 
pursed her lips and masked a smile. 
Alice offered nothing in remorse, 
offence or joy. Jack wondered what he 
had done to invite such cold disdain 
from Ms Lake. 
 
The two detectives didn’t need to be 
escorted out. They knew the way but 
Caroline insisted on walking them to 
the Lobby. When she returned to her 
office, Alice was still there, a brooding 
countenance of disapproval masking 
cold detachment. 
 ‘You really know how to play for 
sympathy, don’t you?’ scolded Alice. 
 ‘Oh, don’t give me the whole 
tortured schoolmistress routine,’ 
countered Caroline. ‘I am doing exactly 
what I am supposed to do. If we hadn’t 
been so forthright with covering for 
Morris, we would not be in this mess.’ 
 Alice had no desire to fight with 
Caroline, but she also knew the 
consequences of backing down. 
 ‘As you say, you were doing what 
you were supposed to do. So was I. 
What about Rachel? I never knew you 
were that close.’ 
 Caroline hesitated. 
 ‘There’s a lot about me you don’t 
know, Alice. Maybe if you looked 
around every now and then instead of 
projecting the ice in your veins you 
might learn more.’ 
 Alice detected a genuine hint of 
emotion at the mention of Rachel’s 
name. 
 ‘We all know what Morris is like. I 
only hope he gets what he deserves,’ 
said Caroline. 
>>>>>> 
 

 Alice wasn’t going to argue with 
Caroline on that point. She had no idea 
why John had kept such a liability like 
Quibley around. 
 ‘And what is your interest in 
Detective Gabriel?’ 
 Ah, that was the question. However 
faint, Caroline picked up on the trace of 
emotion. Whatever had happened in 
Alice’s past, she had developed a 
particular dislike for Jack Gabriel. 
 ‘None-of-your-business,’ replied 
Caroline. 
 ‘Oh but it is, if it impacts on 
Diablo’s business,’ retorted Alice. 
 Caroline wasn’t perturbed by the 
inference. 
 ‘Mr Gabriel is of interest. Let’s just 
say – this is Diablo’s business and leave 
it at that.’ 
 The delight that Alice saw in 
Caroline’s eyes was all too familiar. 
This was the same look she had seen so 
often in the Public Relations Officer 
before she engaged in another of her 
conquests. Alice’s lips curved in 
contempt. Still, this time there was 
something more. She did not want 
Detective Gabriel to become one of 
Caroline’s string of seductions. Her 
antipathy and these feelings offered 
only conflict. Something she could not 
resolve. Caroline was intuitive enough 
to pick up on Alice’s less than 
professional objection to her attentions. 
 ‘Of course, if you like Detective 
Gabriel yourself, I am sure…’ 
 Alice walked away – the angered 
frown too much of a protest. Caroline 
had hit the mark. When Alice left the 
office, Caroline laughed. 
 ‘Me thinks the ice maiden doth have  
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a heart,’ she offered to an empty room.
 Caroline still cast a furtive glance 
about the room before falling into the 
chair behind her desk. She had been 
genuine when she had heard of Rachel’s 
death. Ever since that night they shared 
together, she had cause to wonder if this 
was what she was missing in life – the 
love of another woman as opposed to a 
man. Caroline did not want to become a 
victim ever again. She was not attracted 
to Jack Gabriel. She had no intention of 
pursuing him other than to comply with 
her instructions.  

Caroline had been cruel to Alice 
again. The old her would never have 
been this callous. The old her had been 
raped and died in agony. John had 
given her back her life. He even had 
Murdock pay the would-be offender 
who had perpetrated the crime in 
another reality a visit, even though in 
this reality, he had not harmed Caroline. 
There were times when she had cause to 
wonder if she had traded being one kind 
of victim for another. Morris was a 
deviant. He was also a prick. Rachel 
had revealed possibilities that Caroline 
had not considered. In light of this 
revelation she was forced to look at her 
sexuality in a whole new light.  
 ‘Poor Rachel,’ she thought. ‘We 
never had enough time.’ The irony of 
the thought was not lost on her. 
However, Caroline had been given an 
assignment. She would not shirk her 
duty or shy away from Jack Gabriel 
because desire suddenly took a different 
inclination. She had bedded a lot of 
men. What was one more? 
 

KILLING TIME PART XI: MORRIS QUIBLEY   
CONTINUES NEXT ISSUE… 
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Be sure to check out the previous 
instalments of Killing Time Parts I – 
IX, still available for download from: 
 

http://www.baddogpublishing.ie/index.
php/fumble-newszine/ 
 

AVAILABLE FROM 
BAD DOG PUBLISHING  

& AMAZON 
(.com/.co.uk/.fr/.de/.it/.es) & 

other online book stores. 
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Convention Cube is a column dedicated 
to bringing you news of gaming 
conventions, primarily those attended 
by, and of interest to, the Knights of 
Misspent Youth (KOMY) and Bad Dog 
Publishing.  
 
WARPCON XXIII 
University College Cork (UCC) 
Cork, Ireland 
25th – 27th January 2013 
 

 

UK GAMES EXPO 2013 
NEC Hilton Metropole 
Birmingham, UK 
25th – 27th May 2013 
KOMY Dates yet to be advised. 
 

 

KENNELCON 2013 
The Kennel and Knights Bar 
Cork, Ireland 
Provisional Date (Subject to change) 
Saturday July 13th 2013 
 
 

THE MANAGE FUND 2012 – 2013 
A Manage Fund is now in place for UK 
>>>>>>>> 
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Games Expo 2013 to offset the costs for 
the coming year. The money will go 
towards flights, baggage, car hire, 
accommodation and entry to UK Games 
Expo 2013. For those who are not 
availing of the Manage Fund, once 
booking is announced, all payment will 
have to be made before the required 
dates or members will need to make 
their own arrangements. 
 
So, what is the plan with regards to UK 
GAMES EXPO 2013? The dates for 
attendance have not yet been confirmed 
by KOMY. The departure date will be 
either Wednesday 22nd May or 
Thursday 23rd May. The return date will 
be either Monday 27th May or Tuesday 
28th May, again depending on the day 
of departure. For KOMY this will 
always be a 6 day event. 
 Attendance at the Con itself may be 
limited to Saturday only as the move of 
venue from a central location does not 
coincide with other planned activities. 
Knightshade KSCON The Forgotten 
will continue at UK Games Expo on 
Saturday 25th May @14:00 – 18:00. 
 Pre-booked Flights should cost 
between 100-130 Euro based on current 
pricing as of November 2012. 
 This year we will be incorporating 
another trip to Loughborough, and a 
Brewery Tour in the midlands before 
returning to Birmingham.  
 A Triple Room in the Quality Inn 
will be approximately 110 Euro while 
the cost of staying in Loughborough has 
increased this year to £30 STG per 
person per night. 
 Additional information will be 
provided in future issues. 
 
 



 
 
 
Illustrated takes a different turn this 
issue. Instead of the usual art style 
presented in previous issues, we bring 
you elements from Knightshade the 
Role Playing Game. The art will never 
win any prizes but it is functional and 
does exactly what is required. The 
illustrations are a mixture of hand 
drawn art and computer enhanced art. 
Each variant has been chosen 
purposefully for the material it supports.  

 
A simple cart breaks the text in an 
equipment list. Sometimes this is used 
to draw the reader to the page and at 
other times it is used to break the 
monotony of a text laden book. 
However, readers need to be mindful 
that the most important part of the 
publication is still the text, and the 
details of the content are crucial. The art 
is only used to support the text. 
 The art of Knightshade was created 
by William Anthony Shea (WAS) to 
complement a body of work. However, 
some of the elements were put together 
with the future of Fumble’s sister 
publication in mind. Fumbling Volume 
>>>>>>>>> 
 

 
 
 
One is already in production, though it 
may as yet take some time to go to 
press. In particular, the Trolls have 
adventures yet to realise, which will be 
used to complement Knightshade the 
Role Playing Game along with other 
publications.  
 The covers of Knightshade, at least 
with regards to the Initiate’s Tome and 
the Grandmaster’s Tome, take a 
minimalist view. This is done for two 
reasons. The first is because the art is 
not professional but complimentary of 
the publication. The second reason is 
because of the vision of the author to 
have the single image stand out against 
the starkness of the cover. A white 
background and the size choice of the 
publication required an absence of 
contextual detail to ensure that the 
visual impression would be sufficient to 
catch the eye. A minimalist view 
utilising the title and name script 
offered the only colour – almost like 
blood against a backdrop of snow.  >>>>>>>>>>>>> 
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The interior art is exclusively black and 
white (or shades of grey) but this again 
was a commercial decision to make the 
publication cost effective rather than a 
conscious choice. In fact, much of the 
art had to be converted to black and 
white from the colour originals. 
 The illustrations of weapons employ 
a subtle cross between realism and 
those that might be wielded by the 
cartoon-like characters depicted within 
this publication. 

 
The author wanted to depict the danger 
of the weapons but also to utilise the 
same theme throughout the publication. 
Not always an easy task to pull off, but 
the Initiate’s Tome seems to have struck 
the right balance by maintaining a 
commonality throughout. 
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This art type will continue throughout 
the Knightshade collection; in the main 
Tomes, the Adventure Modules, and in 
related support material. 
 

 
 

Everything is about the perception of 
the reader, but the art, such as it is, will 
never be used to overshadow the core 
products. 

 
However, you feel about the art of 
Knightshade, review the body of work 
as a whole. The art may get better in 
time but it will still follow the same 
theme, subjectively supporting the text. 
 
 



 
 

This column is dedicated to all things 
Knights of Misspent Youth. All updates 
regarding the games group will be made 
available through Inner Circle every 
issue. 
 This issue, Inner Circle brings you 
continuing updates from the on-going 
Knightshade Campaign and the details 
of Convergence run at HalloweenCon. 
 
Bryan:   Hudron Pharr (Hermit) 
Alan:   Wicketley Phessel (Rogue)  
Martin:   Alatoff Barrowdark (Mage) 
Michael:  Ricardo Montebane  
  (Swordarm) 
Fergal:  Milford Modulus Prime  
    (Swordarm) 
MJ:    Terribus Gherkin   
    (Swordarm) 
Paul:   Rorik of Ravensburg  
    (Scout) 
Eoin:   Fhonwright Carinstein 
    (Rogue) 
Harriet: Rebecca Reis (Scout) 
 

Wednesday 26th September 2012 
The fourth session of Knightshade and 
the opening of KS01 Tomb of Arloth 
followed on the ending of KS00 
Stepping Stones. Fhonwright was taken 
to Engel’s room to recover and all the 
>>>>>>>> 
 

companions could do was wait for the 
Rogue to wake up and gave them the 
location of the Tomb. Pharan the 
Innkeeper and his daughter Annie had 
little to do in the intervening time as 
there was no on left in the village of 
Cravenfall except for the party. Pharan 
informed them that he would not be 
charging them for their stay or for any 
of the food and drink they consumed as 
they had saved him and his daughter 
from Garamalt and the Coven.  
 The days passed, the weather a 
mixed blessing. Fhonwright woke after 
a Tenday, and in spite of some initial 
procrastination, he revealed the location 
of the Tomb, on the fringes of the 
Callibanese border. The Rogue 
remained in Cravenfall where he would 
convalesce and await their return. 
Alatoff made a deal with Pharan on 
behalf of the companions – the 
Watchtower of Cravenfall would be 
given over to the party in return for 5% 
of the treasure found in the Tomb of 
Arloth. The companions could in turn 
take any necessary supplies from the 
village. And thus, they finally set off. 
 At the end of the first day, they came 
upon a fast flowing river blocking their 
path. Fhonwright had spoken of a 
crossing which Rorik and Hudron soon 
located. However, given the cold and 
the darkness, the companions decided to 
wait until morning before attempting 
the crossing as the Scout had found 
definite signs of frost.  
 In the morning the companions made 
it to the other side without incident. 
Even Alatoff, who employed an 
elaborate scheme for crossing using 
ropes and oil as his paranoia took hold. 
>>>>>>> 
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His method was a little far out but 
strangely effective. 
 The party travelled throughout the 
day as the weather reverted to a 
brooding countenance. At the edge of 
Westmarsh Forest a more worrying 
danger than bad weather presented 
itself. Two Ogres were upon the 
companions as they barely had time to 
draw weapons. They prevailed. Alatoff 
utilised magic to good effect, paralysing 
one of the Ogres so that his companions 
could attack the other. Luck favoured 
the party as the second one lost hold of 
his weapon and soon fell to the 
combined attack. The Ogres were left 
where they had fallen. The only land 
near enough to offer bounty was 
Calliban – not a place one wished to 
venture within. There was nothing to be 
gained from the Ogres, nothing to be 
learned. Any concern for the dead was 
put aside.  
 Westmarsh Forest beckoned and all 
at once seemed to close about the 
companions, oppressive as it smothered 
the trail ahead making progress slow. 
Spent, the companions set up camp. 
During the night the wolves came, and 
appeared to be the same ones that had 
wandered into Cravenfall. Two of the 
beasts attacked Hudron Pharr while the 
others deemed fit to attack the party 
indiscriminately. They fought off the 
attack and killed all six wolves, but not 
before Hudron was sorely wounded and 
others felt the savage bite of these fell 
creatures. There ended the session, too 
far from either Cravenfall or Westmarsh 
Tower to save the Hermit’s life. 
Perhaps divine providence would lend a 
hand where hope seemed fleeting. 
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Wednesday 03rd October 2012 
Hope has a way of finding those in 
need. When Hudron looked to be done 
for, and when the companions were 
forced to remain in the forest of 
Westmarsh for longer than they had 
intended, a welcome arrival turned the 
tide to good fortune – Rebecca Reis 
found them. The Scout from Reshu had 
come to Cravenfall looking for Hudron 
and was directed after the companions 
by Fhonwright and the Innkeeper. The 
timely arrival did not permit the 
companions to move on right away, but 
it did speed up the recovery of the 
hapless Hermit. 
 By the time the party reached the 
outskirts of the forest and came upon 
Westmarsh Tower, the Callibanese 
outpost had already fallen to fire and 
ruin. The dead lay where they had been 
killed. Rebecca cautioned against 
touching anything. No sign should 
remain that the companions were ever 
here. And yet, Alatoff still felt inclined 
to acquire a Callibanese broadsword 
from a dead soldier. 
 The Scouts, Rebecca and Rorik were 
sweeping the area looking for any 
obvious signs of trouble when they 
came upon a band of Trollyn, some of 
which had been wounded. The Trollyn 
attacked and the Scouts were forced to 
retreat to seek the aid of their 
companions. The Trollyn proved no 
match and when bloodied enough, they 
fled. Soon after, the companions quit 
the scene of death at Westmarsh Tower 
and continued their journey to find the 
Tomb of Arloth. 
 The mountains beckoned. The pass 
was found by the Scouts, exactly where 
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Fhonwright said it would be, more or 
less. A climb followed, but with the aid 
of Wicketley, the obstacle proved easy 
to traverse. A short winding trail led to 
the location of the Tomb, embedded in 
the rock. A huge stone door barred the 
way. Both Wicketley and Alatoff 
examined the door. The Rogue found 
nothing untoward. However, the Mage 
found runes etched above the entryway, 
ones he believed were inert. Taking 
tools from Wicketley, Alatoff 
Barrowdark went to work on the door 
just below the runes. Clink! Clink! 
Clink! The hammer rung out against the 
piton… and there ended the game. 
 
HalloweenCon 2012 
What a truly epic night! What a 
moment. The opening game began with 
the Company of Willow on Wednesday 
31st October 2012, on Halloween night 
itself. This was only a prelude to what 
was about to unfold as the core game 
started at 20:30 on Saturday 03rd 
November and ended on Sunday 04th at 
06:30 – 13 hours of gaming all told (and 
two more sessions followed) in the first 
HalloweenCon in many years. We have 
to do this again. We just have to – 
because it was… EPIC! 
 
THE COMPANY OF WILLOW 
Vyrgyll Valantyne – Martin 
Torym Armstrong – Michael 
Laranthir LaGref (Larry) – Fergal 
Dominic DeBard – MJ (Bryan) 
Agathon Lightfoot – MJ (Alan) 
Lorenzo Stratavarius – Martin (Paul) 
Pendel Harbeard – NPC 
 
The game opened with the Company of  
 
 

Willow as the land the Characters knew 
only as Mordavia began to unravel 
around them. The dead filled the 
horizon, moving away from the swirling 
darkness and towards the companions, 
like rats running before a catastrophic 
event. The sheer number of undead was 
alarming in itself. The unlikely presence 
of werewolves among the walking 
corpses made it worse. The inn of 
Mordavia was torn asunder, but the 
silence amidst the violence was almost 
too much to bear. The awful silence 
persisted throughout this opening scene. 
The companions fled as the werewolves 
amongst the dead unravelled. They 
found Vyrgyll Valantyne clambering 
from under an overturned carriage and 
after a skirmish with the dead on the 
stone bridge that once led to the town of 
Mordavia, the companions fled again. 
Soon, the mists pushed against the 
darkness and time seemed to pass far 
too slowly as fatigue took hold. When 
all looked hopeless, the companions 
found themselves on what appeared to 
be the deck of a ship of immense 
stature. A burning brazier held back any 
chill, but in truth the temperature had 
been pleasant for the past few hours.  
 The Company of Willow found 
Ursula, mate of Hjrothgar, hanging 
from the huge mast of the ship, sorely 
wounded but not dead. Larry healed the 
Barbarian woman and saved her life. 
She told them that she had come to this 
place in search of Hjrothgar, Jarran 
Lotesche and Filower Greengarter. She 
had not come alone but had passed into 
Ravenloft with Clara Loft Lotesche and 
a full crew complement. The wounds 
inflicted on her had been caused by 
>>>>>>> 
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creatures known as Areshna, but when 
the companions encountered the 
creatures later the wounds inflicted on 
the woman did not coincide with those 
caused by these Areshna. Still, one 
thing was certain, Ursula was a 
formidable warrior and without her 
presence, the Company of Willow 
might not have fared so well. 
 The companions ventured further 
into the ship and found an aging Hest 
Sciprar. The strange thing about the 
appearance of the legendary Swordarm 
was the fact that he was old, when it 
was known that the man was not 
supposed to have aged a day in many 
years. Hest’s memories were clouded. 
Ursula’s were uncertain. The answer 
seemed to be elsewhere. However, Hest 
insisted on turning back towards the aft 
deck to take control of the ship as he 
possessed Ursula’s control rod. A fight 
with the dead ensued but the Company 
of Willow, with the assistance of Ursula 
and a more than capable Hest, took the 
bridge of the ship. With control of this 
great vessel – which proved to be an 
Elven Skyship, the companions moved 
forward until after many hours the mists 
began to dissipate and they found 
themselves in a land with the sun high 
in the sky. Clear blue skies a welcome 
relief from so much darkness. Below 
the land were vast dense forests 
surrounded by high mountains. The air 
was fresh and comfortably warm. Had 
they finally come through this ordeal? 
The first session closed as the 
companions took in the wonderful vista 
and revelled in a moment of relief. Still, 
something seemed wrong. Perhaps it 
was just a sense of paranoia due to the 
>>>>>> 
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prolonged darkness that had dogged this 
Company since being cast out of 
Baldur’s Gate. Only time would tell. 
  
KNIGHTS OF THE DOVE 
Lord Wentworth Smyde – Martin 
Lord Malachy Plain – Michael 
Lord Maximillian McLough – Fergal 
Lord Pharaman James – Martin (MJ) 
Lord Byron D’Guerre – Paul (Bryan) 
Sir Lorien Faust – Paul 
Sir Bertrand E’Strange – Fergal (Alan) 
 
The Knights of the Dove remembered 
going to sleep in tents, but those they 
woke up in were not the same. They 
went to sleep among the Elven 
Dissidents and woke up among the 
Vistani. The gypsy folk were led by 
Rudolfo, father of Ducimae. They had 
come to the mountains on a spiritual 
pilgrimage to visit the site of the fallen 
Elf Kin to petition the spirits to protect 
them from the malevolent dead who 
would rise in the land on the night of 
All Hallows Eve (also known as 
Hallowen among the gypsy folk). 
Rudolfo cautioned against travelling 
abroad this time of year as the evil dead 
would task the living. He also offered 
some revelations. This land was 
formerly known as Ayree and the Elf 
Kin were slaughtered by Black Oktobrr 
and his Serpents. The dark knight now 
sat at the right hand of he whose name 
they dare not speak. Another sat at his 
left – Savikil the Necromancer. Also, 
this time of year the land should have 
been gripped in the throes of winter. He 
further mentioned the mirror of 
Barovia, a town that looked just like the 
real one but had come forth some time 
>>>>>>>>>> 

 



ago to anger the Lord of this domain. 
 Lord Wentworth Smyde and the 
Knights of the Dove stayed with the 
Vistani until Hallowen. When the spirits 
came, one of them was he who the 
gypsies referred to as Skaraloc 
(Skarloc). On seeing Wentworth, the 
spirit cried out – Murderer! Murderer! 
Murderer! – before dissipating.  
 Soon afterwards, the dead came, 
rising out of mists that moved with a 
curiosity all about the Vistani 
encampment. The Knights of the Dove 
offered no fear. They stood against the 
dead. As did the men among the 
Vistani. Unfortunately, as Wentworth 
fought to hold back the dead, he cast a 
globe of destruction into their ranks. 
The power of the globe swelled to twice 
the diameter. Alfredo, eldest son of 
Rudolfo was killed in the blast. The 
Knights prevailed against the dead but it 
soon became apparent that they would 
do the Vistani more harm by staying. 
Thus, they ventured down the mountain 
to find the mirror of Barovia, which 
Rudolfo stated that ‘he whose name we 
dare not speak’ attacked with ferocity, 
venting his anger on the people of 
Barovia when he failed to penetrate the 
magic of what he perceived to be an 
infestation. 

 The Knights of the Dove reached 
the foot of the mountains after two 
days. They encountered an old man 
who gave a warning to Wentworth. 
‘Only truth will reveal the way,’ stated 
the old man. ‘We have waited for you 
for a very long time. You must pierce 
the mirror or we are all doomed.’ 

With those words, the old man was 
gone, swallowed by tendrils of mist and 
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darkness. The dead came, rising in 
numbers to attack the Knights. As they 
fought against the dead, they saw the 
ruins of a church off the path to the 
right. Rudolfo had spoken of this place 
as being hallowed ground. The Knights 
fought their way towards the ruins. 
Wentworth cast a globe of destruction 
against the undead to clear the way, 
resulting in tragic consequences for the 
second time. The dead were driven back 
or destroyed but the weakened walls of 
the church fell inward. The dead 
dissipated, folding back into the tendrils 
of mist as if they had achieved the harm 
desired by the dark powers of this 
malevolent realm of dread.  

When Wentworth and the other 
Knights searched the ruin they found a 
young girl, no more than twelve years 
old with golden blond hair. She was 
dead, crushed by the falling rubble. The 
Knights had no choice. They continued 
their journey to the town of Barovia and 
the mirror. 

Passing through the actual town they 
found the mirror after Lord Wentworth 
broke down the door of one of the 
houses and asked the terrified woman 
and her child where it was located. He 
threw her some gold to compensate her 
for the damage to her door. 

Lord Wentworth stood before the 
mirror with the Knights. Beyond he 
could see a large Barbarian man giving 
out to what appeared to be an Elf, while 
a human sat nearby, smoking his pipe 
and shaking his head. Lord Wentworth 
pierced the mirror with Legacy the 
sword of Truth, as he surmised the 
words spoken by the old man must have 
referred to the relic of Ayre in his 
>>>>>>>>> 
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possession. 
Suddenly, a cataclysmic shockwave 

erupted from the epicentre of the mirror 
of Barovia. As much as the Knights 
tried they could not stay upright. In fact, 
as a red wave of malign energy washed 
over them, unconsciousness followed. 
Unable to resist, the eyes of the Knights 
of the Dove closed to thoughts of utter 
defeat… 
 
COMPANY OF THE GOODIES 
Norwind T Vunderbucks - Fergal 
Hest Sciprar – NPC (with Willow) 
David the Gnome – Michael 
Noddy Thanatos – DM (Shane) Cameo 
Brando (Son of Finatinium) – Martin 
Paddock (Son of David) – Michael 
 
GUILD OF THE DREADED CLAW 
Ursula – NPC (with Willow) 
Clara Loft – NPC 
Jarran Lotesche – NPC 
Hjrothgar Vallarion – Martin 
Thamior Nailo – Fergal 
Filower Greengarter – Michael 
Maximillian Power – Martin (Bryan) 
Nyther Darken – Martin (Eoin) 
Kaela Mensha Khaine – MJ 
Banelyn Crompil - Paul 
 
The Forlorn Hope moved with 
deliberate intent over the dense canopy 
of the forest. The sun shone high above 
but the feeling of lament dogging the 
crew of this ship soaked away any hope, 
or joy at reaching their destination. 
Clara turned the wheel of the great 
Skyship to circle the town below, a 
place she knew only too well from the 
many stories told on the journey here by 
those who had ventured into this dark 
>>>>>>>> 
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land before. Barovia, the place where 
Jarran intended to come to in the hope 
of finding a way back to her. The place 
that made the Gnome who stood beside 
her shudder with a knowing fear, in 
spite of the fact of his formidable 
bearing and heroic deeds. David. His 
name is legend in all of Faerun, as are 
the names of his companions. Clara was 
not sure that the cost was worth the 
journey. They had lost Ursula. She had 
lost Ursula. David too was downhearted 
at the loss of another companion – Hest 
Sciprar, another hero to which Faerun 
owed a great debt, and to whom Clara 
owed her life. She could not let their 
sacrifices be in vain and thus did not 
turn back. 
 The Forlorn Hope was aptly named 
by Hjrothgar. As the Skyship came to a 
complete halt, Clara breathed a sigh and 
moved to join the others waiting on the 
main deck. Suddenly one of the Watch 
cried out from across the ship – from 
the foredeck. 
 ‘Brace yourself!’ 
 The cry was almost too late as 
something hit the ship and she shook 
violently against a powerful shockwave 
of red energy. Clara leapt to grab hold 
of the rigging, as all aboard grasped for 
some handhold to prevent themselves 
from being cast from the ship. Those on 
the upper masts fell to their doom. The 
great Skyship turned on her side to the 
immense power of the emanation from 
below. A rasping, whispering voice 
cried out in unbridled joy, a single word 
carried in the destructive wave. 
‘Free…’ 
 Hjrothgar, Jarran and Filower could 
hardly believe it when the town of 
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Barovia unravelled all around them. 
They had been deceived. Hjrothgar 
rushed into the real Barovia passed 
some fallen Knights, searching for some 
reason to all of this madness. Suddenly 
he looked up to a dark outline above the 
town and watched with horror as the 
realisation washed over him that this 
was the Forlorn Hope.  
 The ship was turned on her side. A 
gaping hole was torn into the bottom of 
the ship and the left spar splintered and 
broke away, kept from falling only by 
the tangle of rigging. The main mast 
fell. Screams filled the sky as the great 
sails were torn to shreds. The larger of 
the craft aboard the Skyship fell from 
the splintered hold only to be caught in 
mid-air by a red wave of energy and 
crushed, torn into fragments on the 
wind. 
 Above, Clara pulled herself across 
the deck to reach the aft chamber, the 
one where Liana had been imprisoned 
for hundreds of years against her will. 
There was only one chance – one 
choice. She had to right the ship and to 
do so she had to bond with the great 
vessel. 
 Below, Hjrothgar let out a guttural 
cry of dismay looking on in despair as 
the Skyship was brutalised by an 
unknown antagonist. 
 ‘I need to get up there!’ he bellowed. 
‘Somebody get me up there!’ 
 Jarran and Filower looked on as 
someone fell from the upper deck and 
before they could intervene, hit the 
ground. When they looked upon the 
body, they did not recognise the 
woman, but she was dead. 
 Soon, the ship righted itself; the 
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broken spar began to rise back into 
place along with the fallen mast. The 
rift in the hold began to close. 
 The Knights of the Dove awoke 
amidst this confusion. Wentworth and 
Hjrothgar had a standoff until the Lord 
of the Knights of the Dove looked upon 
the dead woman – Alexandria – Alex… 
his wife! 
 Norwind came to retrieve the body 
and along with Lord Maximillian 
McLough aided the companions in 
reaching the deck of the Forlorn Hope. 
Norwind used his magic to bring Alex 
back, but there were many more 
wounded and dead who he could not 
help. Clara was repairing the ship but it 
would take time. The Red Death was 
free. Now they had four antagonists to 
contend with – Strahd, Black Oktobrr, 
Savikil and the Red Death. This seemed 
to be a nightmare without end. 
 In the distance a dark shadow 
silhouetted against the sun moved 
closer. The Forlorn Hope braced for an 
attack from… another Skyship. At the 
helm of this great ship stood Ursula. 
Beside her stood an older Hest Sciprar 
and the Company of Willow. The name 
on the side of the ship was Hest’s 
Heart. Somehow time had fractured and 
created a second ship. Clara reached out 
to embrace her sister ship once she 
came alongside and aided in the 
vessel’s recovery. 
 Still, Castle Ravenloft beckoned and 
those dark fiends responsible for so 
much suffering. 
 A plan was put in motion… 
 Lord Wentworth Smyde, Lord 
Maximillian McLough and Sir Lorien 
Faust attacked Black Oktobrr at the 
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entrance to Strahd’s castle to keep him 
from interfering. They encountered the 
dark knight. He disappeared for a short 
time after declaring to Lord Wentworth 
that he knew what the Knight of the 
Dove knew. When he returned moments 
later, he declared – ‘it is done’. Lord 
Wentworth asked the Knights not to 
interfere as he stood alone against the 
dark reflection and in spite of a glorious 
battle, fell to Archon’s serpent blade. 
The sheer weight of the damage 
inflicted on the fiend should have been 
enough but the evil knight stood unhurt. 
Lord McLough and Sir Faust also fell to 
the dark knight. 
 Meanwhile, Hjrothgar, Nyther and 
some of the others fought their way 
through the dead to the inner courtyard 
to face the 12 aspects of the Red Death, 
but when they reached the courtyard, all 
but three had been slain. Only then did 
they realise that Black Oktobrr had 
taken on the 13th aspect of the Red 
Death and the damage inflicted on him 
was being transferred to these Areshna 
Knights. Jarran felt the pain of a great 
loss and withdrew before battle ensued. 
However, Hjrothgar pressed on. He and 
his companions quickly overcame the 
Red Death. The manifestation of the 
entity was sequestered within the Chest 
of Holden, along with the now fallen 
Black Oktobrr who had been slain by 
Brando in retribution for the Knights 
sacrifice. This was not without 
consequence as his countenance took on 
a darker aspect, later referred to as 
Black Brando. The Barbarian made a 
promise to Holden that he would not 
leave him in the dark vessel. He would 
find a way to free Holden and bring him 
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back. Hjrothgar gave his word. 
 Jarran returned to the Forlorn Hope 
to find Clara had been stabbed through 
the heart. Black Oktobrr knew what 
Wentworth knew. If Clara lived within 
the great vessel of the Skyship, magic 
could be used to restore the dead to life. 
The cycle would never end. Black 
Oktobrr murdered Clara. Jarran was 
overcome with grief. He returned to the 
edge of the castle to find Black Oktobrr 
slain. He turned away and walked into 
the mists, lost in his lament as he soon 
was in the grey haze of Ravenloft. 
 While this contingent of the plan 
fought, David the Gnome, Hest Sciprar, 
Norwind T Vunderbucks and Banelyn 
Crompil made their way to the crypt 
below to retrieve the Sunsword hilt and 
defeat Strahd. Alas, it was not meant to 
be as the Lord of this Domain had 
become more powerful. Hest retrieved 
the hilt but it was too late. Strahd 
appeared and ordered the companions 
to leave his realm. They would have 
until the sun set. If they had not left in 
that time, he would bring all the 
creatures of the land against them. 
 The companions withdrew and 
returned to the Forlorn Hope and Hest’s 
Heart. There was nothing else to be 
achieved here. They needed to quit 
while they were ahead.  
 The ships still required some 
restoration and Clara was dead. The 
companions needed an Elf and Filower 
volunteered for a special task. Only an 
Elven female could bond with the ship. 
Norwind rectified the matter and 
polymorphed Filower into a woman. 
Filower set to the task aboard Hest’s 
Heart and proceeded to inject 32 spikes 
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from the upper control room into his 
body. It took the placing of the last 
spike for his companions to realise the 
futility of the task. Filower may have 
been a woman in appearance but he was 
not female and died from blood loss and 
being drained by the Skyship, though 
his body still maintained a grisly 
motion. The ships could not be restored 
in this way. Soon after it became 
apparent that Clara was not dead as the 
wound inflicted by Black Oktobrr 
closed. She began the process of 
restoring the ships and Filower as the 
great vessels set off on the journey out 
of Barovia. 
 And yet, Hjrothgar did not want to 
leave without Jarran. Vyrgyll Valantyne 
also interjected that he did not want to 
leave without Lilly. He knew she was 
being held in Castle Ravenloft and was 
determined to go there to rescue her. 
His companions consented to go with 
them. Max Power and Norwind also 
consented to go with the Company of 
Willow. They took the remaining small 
craft and set forth. 
 The Red Death in the Chest of 
Holden still rested on the deck of the 
Forlorn Hope and the companions 
would need to decide what to do with it 
before leaving Ravenloft. Time was 
running out. 
 The dead could be restored by 
Norwind but he was now with the 
Company of Willow. Thus the bodies of 
those who had fallen remained in stasis. 
 The Company of Willow rescued 
Lilly but not without some mishaps and 
another revelation. A sphere contained 
the weather of Barovia; magic created 
by Savikil who as yet had not been seen  
 
 

within this dark realm. The sphere 
rested on the top parapet of one of the 
towers of Castle Ravenloft and it was 
expanding. Soon Barovia would revert 
to its dark nature. When they returned 
to Max in the courtyard they found the 
Swordarm clutching a blue rose. He 
stated it had been given to him by a 
beautiful woman. Two piecing wounds 
were obvious on his neck where the 
female vampire had fed, but Max 
looked none the worse for wear, and 
appeared unconcerned. 
 The Company of Willow fled to the 
Forlorn Hope and Hest’s Heart only to 
find the vessels gone, but where? The 
Vistani camp in the mountains, to the 
border of Barovia, or some unknown 
destination. Norwind tried to 
communicate with David but the magic 
from his band of Comradeship only met 
silence. A locate object told Norwind 
that the vessels were behind them, back 
towards Castle Ravenloft. However, the 
arch-mage did not trust this revelation. 
They were only a short distance from 
the Vistani camp now. Better to press 
on rather than go back. The temperature 
had been pleasant beyond reason since 
all of the companions entered Barovia, 
but now there was definitely a chill 
creeping into the air. 
 Smoke rose from Vistani camp, 
though it appeared wholly natural as a 
large fire had been set to hold back the 
chill in the air. However, as the 
Company of Willow, with Norwind and 
Max in support, approached the 
encampment it soon became apparent 
that there was no one there. At least at 
first. Beyond the fire and the thick black 
smoke sat a solitary figure, one that 
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was recognised as Jarran Lotesche. 
Pendel Harbeard quickly confirmed that 
this was the real companion of the 
Guild of the Dreaded Claw. He did not 
flee or react as the small craft moved 
closer. Jarran looked wholly lost in the 
flame, mesmerised as the smoke 
spiralled in a pattern that seemed 
singularly out of sorts with anything 
akin to a natural flow. The odour from 
the fire was unwholesome but familiar, 
reminiscent of cooking meat, or to be 
more accurate, burning meat. The party 
did not take long to realise the reason 
for the large fire, and for the macabre 
aroma.  
 ‘They are dead,’ whispered Jarran. 
‘There was nothing I could do to save 
them… nothing I could do to save… 
Clara.’ 
 The lament surrounding this deeply 
sorrowful soul filled the air with a 
weight of depression and grief that kept 
the companions at bay. They were 
reluctant to approach and not just 
because of his misery. Something 
physical interceded. The barrier 
signalled the closing of Strahd’s borders 
but Pendel saw a way through to 
recover Jarran, through the fire. 
Norwind used his magic to part the 
flame, or in particular, the campfire. 
With Jarran returned to the fold and 
given the revelation that Clara lived, the 
Company of Willow with Norwind, 
Jarran, Kaela Mensha Khaine and Max 
Power turned their attention to finding 
the two Skyships. Norwind’s magic still 
pointed to Strahd’s castle. Lorenzo’s 
pointed east. The party decided to trust 
Norwind’s magic as he was far more 
powerful, but even the arch-mage 
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felt uncomfortable with the choice as he 
feared deception. 
 The companions took the body of the 
child accidentally killed by Wentworth 
from the rubble of the fallen church and 
continued to Castle Ravenloft where 
they found the Forlorn Hope and an 
answer to their search. The Forlorn 
Hope was here, but Hest’s Heart was 
moving towards the border of Barovia.  
 Hjrothgar wanted to end Strahd’s 
reign but Nyther persuaded him towards 
a different course. The Barbarian cast 
the Chest of Holden down onto the 
Vampire Lord’s castle, breaking his 
promise to Holden to save him – at least 
for now. The Skyship fled and moved to 
join the other one. As they passed into 
the mists of Ravenloft and out into the 
void, the dark spirit within Brando was 
torn away and the Elf restored to his 
former self. The essence of Black 
Oktobrr was cast back into the mists.  

Rudolfo and his family were also 
aboard Hest’s Heart. Ducimae and 
Gerahdina guided the two Skyships 
from Ravenloft and they appeared in 
Faerun above Kryptgarten Forest.  

Soon they were in Waterdeep and 
sitting at the banquet table of David the 
Gnome, who placed his son, Paddock in 
a cell in the dungeons of the city as 
punishment for being so reckless as to 
enter Ravenloft willingly. The banquet 
lasted for three days before Hest’s Heart 
took the Knights of the Dove home to 
Ayre, and the Forlorn Hope returned to 
the town of Hullack. 
 And there ended Convergence, a few 
loose threads, but none more painful 
than a broken promise to Holden… one 
that may yet have consequences. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
The year will end soon but the games 
go on. In spite of the later start, which 
was much needed and seemed to work 
well, the games have already been fast 
and furious and full of some truly 
memorable moments. For those of you 
who are far away and do not get to sit at 
my table week after week, I do hope the 
updates we provide in Fumble go some 
way to giving you a taste of home and 
what you are missing, but that you are 
also enjoying the stories unfolding in 
the various sessions. There will of 
course be opportunities to play some 
special games at conventions. When 
you come home, you can also attend 
any of the games already in motion. If 
an opportunity to play is not possible, 
you can certainly watch the game, 
though there are often occasions where 
Players will be absent and you can take 
up their position. With enough notice, 
perhaps we can even plan a special 
game to celebrate your visit. 
 January will bring us closer to 
WarpCon and of course, what has now 
become the annual Basic D&D game 
we play – open to all who wish to take 
the time to sit down and become part of 
the story as long as you understand that 
you are there to participate and not 
upset the story in motion. 
 I have now been Seneschal for over a 
year and I am well into my second term. 
Of course, this brings us to thoughts of 
passing the mantle to another worthy  
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advocate. Those who wish to take up 
the position of Seneschal have until the 
end of June 2013 to make themselves 
known to the Seneschal (that would be 
me) who will have the sole right to 
choose a successor. Be careful what you 
wish for and do not look to take the 
position unless you can give it your full 
commitment. The Knights of Misspent 
Youth can be very unforgiving of 
someone who does not prove capable. 
This will be the only notification of 
intent. 
 The Knights of Misspent Youth 
appear to have found their way, 
especially with regard to the games. We 
have managed to keep the stories in 
motion, achieved a HalloweenCon, 
something that has been absent for too 
long, and the year is not yet done. 
Attendance in the regular games has 
been consistent, though HalloweenCon 
could have had a better turnout. Still, 
the event was enjoyable, as is playing in 
the regular games. I do have to say that 
getting an opportunity to run more 
sessions, especially in the Knightshade 
system has been a boon. The story has 
carried better and this has led to some 
improvements that might not have 
otherwise been realised. 
 The old magic is back. Playing is fun 
and we are currently maintaining 
momentum. Let’s hope we continue in 
this vein long into next year and 
beyond… 
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KILLING TIME PART XI: MORRIS QUIBLEY 
 
Morris Quibley feels the walls closing in, but instead of running, he looks to extract 
a little vengeance. Jack is still putting pieces together, in his mind and in a case that 

has more questions than answers. Meanwhile, Alice is trying and failing to 
immerse herself in work to keep her mind occupied. 

 
 

IN GAMES: KS01 TOMB OF ARLOTH 
 

In Games takes a look at KS01 Tomb of Arloth – the first commercial story 
available through BDP currently undergoing playtesting. 
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H and H Part Deux – Gary G and Mr G throw down! 
With script by Michael O’Mahony and art by WAS 

 
 

INNER CIRCLE 
 

All the latest news from the current games and forthcoming events. 
 
 

THE GMs GUIDE 
 

Levelling the playing field: Do Epic Characters feel fear? Do they care? 
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